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1. Complete the sentences with the present simple form of the verbs in brackets. Use
contractions where possible.
a) My sister thinks she's ______________________________ (intelligent) than me, but I don't
agree!
b) Avatar is probably______________________________ (bad) film I've seen!
c) What is ______________________________ (wet) month of the year in England?
d) Do you think the Harry Potter films are ______________________________ (good) than the
books?
e) Who is ______________________________ (powerful) person in your country?
f) I think Men in Black 1 was ______________________________ (funny) than Men in Black 3.
g) Is Angelina Jolie ______________________________ (old) than Sandra Bullock?
h) John is ______________________________ (nice) person that I know.
i) Greenland is the ______________________________ (large) island in the world.
j) Travelling by plane is ______________________________ (fast) than travelling by train.
k) Boracay Island in the Philippines has ______________________________ (good) beaches I
have ever seen.
l) Jamaica is ______________________________ (sunny) than Norway.
m) Fjordland in New Zealand is ______________________________(wet) place in the world.
n) Rain in the wet season is ______________________________ (heavy) than during the rest of
the year.
o) Easter Island is ______________________________ (interesting) island I have ever visited.
p) A holiday in Thailand is ______________________________ (exciting) than a holiday in Spain.
q) Santa Cruz is the second ______________________________ (large) island in the Galapagos.
r) The Galapagos are one of the ______________________________ (expensive) places in the
world to visit.
2. Choose the best option:
1.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The blue car is ______ than the red car.
more fast
more faster
faster
fast

2.
a)
b)
c)
d)

This is _______ than that one.
more interesting
interestinger
more interest
interesting
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3.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Mt. Everest is _____ than Mt Fuji.
more high
highest
higher
more higher

4. This is the ______ shirt in the store.
a) Expensivest
b) most expensive
c) most expensiver
d) more expensiver
5. The Mona Lisa is one of the ______ paintings in this museum.
a) more beautifuler
b) most beautiful
c) beautifuler
d) most beauty
6. The Lut Desert in Iran is the ______ place in the world as of 2005.
a) Hottest
b) Hotter
c) most hot
d) more hottest
7. Antarctica is the _______ place on earth.
a) Coldest
b) more colder
c) most coldest
d) most colder
8. Bob is ______ than Mike.
a) most knowledgeable
b) more knowledgeable
c) more knowledgeabler
d) more knowledge
9. Michael Jordan is the _______ basketball player.
a) most best
b) best
c) most better
d) more better
10. This soup is _______ than that soup.
a) most delicious
b) more deliciouser
c) deliciouser
d) more delicious
11. A tiger is _________ than a cat.
a) more strong
b) strongest
c) more stronger
d) stronger
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12. A cow is ______ than a puppy.
a) hungrier
b) more hungrier
c) hungriest
d) more hungry
13. Albert Einstein was _______ than me.
a) intelligenter
b) intelligent
c) most intelligent
d) more intelligent
14. This is the ______ movie I've ever seen.
a) more bore
b) most boring
c) boring
d) boringest
15. A kitten is _______ than a puppy.
a) cuter
b) more cuter
c) most cuter
d) cute
16. This is the ______ book in the store.
a) worse
b) most bad
c) baddest
d) worst
17. A dog is _________ than a lion.
a) weaker
b) weakest
c) more weak
d) more weaker
18. Some governments are ________ than others.
a) most bad
b) more worse
c) more bad
d) worse
19. Sugar is ________ than salt.
a) more sweet
b)sweeter
c) more sweeter
d) sweetest
20. That was the __________ exam I had all semester.
a) more difficult
b) difficultest
c) most difficult
d) most difficultest
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